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DISC MOWERS
With a Deutz-Allis 7’ or B%’ SM series
disc mower you can keep up a steady
clip acre after acre without plugging.
You’ll get a clean, uniform cut, even if
your crop is down, wet and tangled,
thanks to rotating discs with paired
knives that overlap from disc to disc.

Knives also extend beyond the ends of the cutter bar to
separate mowed crop from standing material. This pre-
vents logging and plugging. You can do two jobs at once
with the T or IQW disc mower conditioner. Choose from
three types of conditionersto fit your needs.

Drum mowers in 5%’ and V widths, feature the same
non-plug cutting performance with added strengths de-
signed in for heavy mowingapplications.

Their gently sweeping action
eliminates beating, twisting or roping. You get a loose, high
and fluffy windrow for fast, thorough drying and curing.
And the gentle action reduces shatterand leaf loss. To keep
rain from spoilingyour crop, consider a rotary tedder. It’s
the ideal way to accelerate the drying process, especially
after arain or heavy dew.

See the full line ofrotary rakes, tedders and the combina-
tion tedder/rake at your Deutz-Allis dealer.

SQUARE BALERS
The HD 490 squarebalerfrom Deutz-AUis isyour answer for
high capacity baling. The rugged plunger assembly glides
smoothly on ten sealedroller bearings at 100 strokes a min-
ute! With its “big appetite” 77” wide pickup, this high pro-
duction baler makes short work of big baling jobs.

The HD 490 baler is built tough for long life and minimum
maintenance. Instead of annoying shear bolts, protection
from shock loads is provided by a double slip clutch. You
spend more time baling, less time stopping to replace fly-
wheel shear bolts. Eight ball twine box means more bales
before restocking your twine supply.

See the high capacity HD 490 at your Deutz-AUis dealer.

outside in. You get smooth, densely packed bales with a
firm outer wrap that resists weathering and locks nutrients

The wide 67” hydraulic pickup features a baffle plate that
provides positive feeding even in short crops. You get a
cleaner field and all the hay in the bale. A standard bale
discharge bar saves you valuable baling time. A time-
saving automatic tie-off system and automatic chain oiling
make GP balers a pleasure to own and operate. Available in
4’x4’, 4’xs’ ands’x6’ sizes.
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